
Do You Know if Your Team 
is Billing for Every Single 
Individual Service Performed?

The Complexity of Ever-Changing Billing 
Rules Limits Revenue Capture  
Fact – charge capture is so complex, it is virtually 
impossible for people to identify all potential charge 
capture opportunities. Charge capture is too complex 
for even multi-purpose technology platforms to identify 
100% of all billable events. Even when armed with a 
“best in class” technology platform, hospital teams 
almost universally lack the bandwidth & specialized 
charge coding auditing expertise to ensure you bill 
for 100% of services provided. The result – our audits 
typically find a 20% to 40% miss charge capture billing 
error rate.

Don’t Miss Another Billable Service – Let Ni2 
Capture Your 1% or More in Missed Net Revenues

We have a laser focus on maximizing charge capture 
net revenues. Actual delivered client results consistently 
increase net revenues by 1% or more. 

No Bandwidth Required
Ni2 provides a fully turnkey service, including the 
technology platform, all of the charge auditor 
resources required and detailed management reports 
which track the exact net benefit delivered. Ni2 
also requires virtually no IT bandwidth, as our team 
handles the data pulls & system interfaces.  

Assessment – No Budget Required
We take all the financial risk out of getting started. Our 
Charge Capture Optimization Assessment is included 
within our broader Operating Margin Assessment. 
No budget is required as our assessments fund 
themselves. We guarantee all assessment clients will 
receive at least a 2:1 immediate benefit. Overall, our 
assessments typically identify a performance upside 
of 20 – 60 times our fee.

We WILL Help Your Bottom Line
In just 75 days, we will identify your Charge Capture 
Optimization upside & provide a detailed roadmap for 
implementation. Once engaged, we will provide a fully 
turnkey service, including the technology platform, 
expertise & all needed charge auditor bandwidth to 
ensure execution success.

 Features industry leading proprietary technology   
 platform with 12 year track record of success

 Includes over 500,000 algorithms to identify all   
 possible missed billable services, before the bill   
 goes out the door

 Leverages Ni2’s experienced charge auditor   
 team to remotely review virtual bills & medical   
 records before claim is submitted

 Ensures billing compliance while billing for   
 all services you are legally permitted to bill

Performance Insourced
Ni2 Health

To get started, please contact
Ron Kero at ron.kero@ni2health.com 
or call 206.972.1919.
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